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mahan university chemistry book william mahan university chemistry book and would like to see this kind of output: for c in *;
do sed -i's/of/ on/g' $c; done I can get it to work to replace the spaces in the file name with hyphens by using: for c in *; do sed

-i's/\s/ /g' $c; done But when I add the g to the replace, the whole line gets replaced. So I thought that if I can get sed to
recognize that this is a single line and just replace the line as-is, that will work. So I thought I could do this: but this does

nothing. Does anyone know what I am doing wrong here? Thanks A: Try this: for c in *; do sed -i '/of/ { s/ / /; }' $c; done Note:
Don't use single quotes around $c if it contains spaces. Try it out: Proposed method for evaluating histological and pathological

observations from experimental data. A mathematical model is proposed to evaluate the biological response of tissues to
irradiation. The response model is based on the assumption that the histological and pathological alterations induced in the

tissues by the irradiation are related to the total number of clonogenic cells killed in the irradiated volume of the tissue. The
model considers only clonogenic cells which are capable of continuing to grow in the irradiated volume. The statistical

distribution of the number of the clonogenic cells killed by irradiation can be described by a lognormal distribution. The
irradiation procedure is described as an event occurring at a given time. 520fdb1ae7
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